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The ground-state phases of mixed diamond chains with bond alternation δ, and (S, τ (1), τ (2)) =
(1/2, 1/2, 1), where S is the magnitude of vertex spins, and τ (1) and τ (2) are those of apical spins, are
investigated. The two apical spins in each unit cell are connected by an exchange coupling λ. The exchange
couplings between the apical spins and the vertex spins take the values 1 + δ and 1− δ alternatingly. This
model has an infinite number of local conservation laws. For large λ and δ 6= 0, the ground state is equivalent
to that of the spin 1/2 chain with bond alternation. Hence, the ground state is a gapped spin liquid. This
energy gap vanishes for δ = 0. With the decrease of λ, the ground state undergoes a transition at λ = λc0(δ)
to a series of ferrimagnetic phases with a spontaneous magnetization msp = 1/p per unit cell where p is
a positive integer. It is found that this transition is a first order transition for δ 6= 0 with a discontinuous
change in msp, while no discontinuity is found for δ = 0. The critical behaviors of msp and λc0(δ) around
the critical point (δ, λ) = (0, λc0(0)) are also discussed analytically.

1. Introduction

In low-dimensional frustrated quantum magnets, the
interplay of quantum fluctuation and frustration leads
to the emergence of various exotic quantum phases.1, 2)

In the one-dimensional cases, the quantized and partial
ferrimagnetic phases are often realized in addition to the
gapped and gapless spin-liquid phases.
The diamond chain3–10) is known as one of the simplest

examples in which an interplay of quantum fluctuation
and frustration leads to a wide variety of ground-state
phases. Remarkably, this model has an infinite number
of local conservation laws and the ground states can be
classified by the corresponding quantum numbers. If the
two apical spins have equal magnitudes, the pair of api-
cal spins in each unit cell can form a nonmagnetic singlet
dimer and the ground state is a direct product of the clus-
ter ground states separated by singlet dimers.3, 4) Nev-
ertheless, in addition to the spin cluster ground states,
various ferrimagnetic states and strongly correlated non-
magnetic states such as the Haldane state are also found
when the apical spins form magnetic dimers. In these
cases, all the spins collectively form a correlated ground
state over the whole chain.
In the presence of various types of distortion, the spin

cluster ground states also turn into highly correlated
ground states. Extensive experimental studies have been
also carried out on the magnetic properties of the nat-
ural mineral azurite that is regarded as an example of
distorted spin-1/2 diamond chains.9, 10)

On the other hand, if the magnitudes of the two api-
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cal spins are unequal, they cannot form a singlet dimer.
Hence, all spins in the chain inevitably form a many-body
correlated state. As a simple example of such cases, we
investigated the mixed diamond chain with apical spins
of magnitude 1 and 1/2, and vertex spins, 1/2 in Ref.
8. In addition to the nonmagnetic gapless spin liquid
phase and the ferrimagnetic phase expected from the
Lieb-Mattis theorem,11) we found an infinite series of
ferrimagnetic phases with spontaneous magnetizations
msp = 1/p where p is a positive integer (1 ≤ p < ∞).
The ferrimagnetic phases for p ≥ 2 are accompanied
by the spontaneous translational symmetry breakdown
with spatial periodicities of p unit cells. The width and
spontaneous magnetization of each ferrimagnetic phase
tend to infinitesimal as λ tends to the ferrimagnetic-
nonmagnetic transition point. Considering the infinitesi-
mal energy scale around this transition point, these series
of ferrimagnetic ground states are expected to be fragile
against various perturbations such as lattice distortions,
randomness, and finite temperature effect.
In the present work, we investigate the effect of bond

alternation δ on this model. This type of lattice distor-
tion preserves the infinite number of conservation laws
in the undistorted diamond chain and a similar series of
ferrimagnetic phases are found. For finite δ, however, it
is verified that the maximal value of p is finite and the
spontaneous magnetizationmsp has a finite discontinuity
at the transition point.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the model

Hamiltonian is presented. In Sect. 3, the numerical re-
sults for the spontaneous magnetization and the first-
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Fig. 1. Structure of the diamond chain with bond alternation δ.
The spin magnitudes are S = τ (1) = 1/2 and τ (2) = 1.

order transition points are presented. The critical be-
havior of spontaneous magnetization and the first-order
transition point for small δ is discussed analytically in
Sect. 4. The last section is devoted to a summary and
discussion.

2. Hamiltonian

We consider the Hamiltonian

H =

L
∑

l=1

[

(1 + δ)Sl(τ
(1)
l + τ

(2)
l )

+ (1− δ)(τ
(1)
l + τ

(2)
l )Sl+1 + λτ

(1)
l τ

(2)
l

]

, (1)

where Sl, τ
(1)
l and τ

(2)
l are spin operators with magni-

tudes Sl = τ
(1)
l = 1/2 and τ

(2)
l = 1. The number of

unit cells is denoted by L, and the total number of sites
is 3L if the periodic boundary condition SL+1 ≡ S1 is
employed. Here, the parameters λ and δ control the frus-
tration and bond alternation, respectively, as depicted in
Fig. 1.
The Hamiltonian (1) has a series of local conservation

laws. To see it, we rewrite Eq. (1) in the form,

H =

L
∑

l=1

[

(1 + δ)SlT l + (1− δ)T lSl+1

+
λ

2

(

T
2
l −

11

4

)

]

, (2)

where the composite spin operators T l are defined as

T l ≡ τ
(1)
l + τ

(2)
l (l = 1, 2, · · · , L). (3)

Then, it is evident that

[T 2
l ,H] = 0 (l = 1, 2, · · · , L). (4)

Thus, we have L conserved quantities T
2
l for all l. By

defining the magnitude Tl of the composite spin T l by
T

2
l = Tl(Tl+1), we have a set of good quantum numbers

{Tl; l = 1, 2, ...L} where Tl = 1/2 and 3/2. The total
Hilbert space of the Hamiltonian (2) consists of separated
subspaces, each of which is specified by a definite set of
{Tl}, i.e., a sequence of 1/2 and 3/2. A pair of apical spins
with Tl = 1/2 is called a doublet (hereafter abbreviated
as d) and that with Tl = 3/2 a quartet (abbreviated as

S S S

single q and (p−1) d’s
p S’s (S=1/2)

1 segment = p unit cells

=  qdp−1

q d d q

1−δ 1+δ

Fig. 2. (qdp−1)∞ configuration.
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Fig. 3. (a) λ-dependence of msp calculated by the iDMRG
method for δ = 0, 0.004, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, and 0.05. (b) Mag-
nified figure around λ ∼ λc0(0) for δ = 0, 0.004, 0.006, 0.008, and
0.01. The thin solid line for δ = 0 is taken from Ref. 8.

q).

3. Ground-State Phases

3.1 Ground states for λ ≫ 1

For λ ≫ 1, ∀l Tl = 1/2. Hence, this model is equivalent
to the spin-1/2 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain with

2
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Fig. 4. δ-dependence of λc0(δ) plotted against δ2/3. The values
obtained from the numerical calculations are indicated by open
circles. The thick solid line is obtained from the ground-state en-
ergies interpolated from the numerical results. The thin solid line
for small δ is the extrapolation from numerical values of λc0(δ) for
larger δ.
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Fig. 5. δ-dependence of mc
sp. The values obtained from the nu-

merical calculations are indicated by open circles. The thick solid
lines are obtained from the ground-state energies interpolated from
the numerical results. The thin solid line for small δ is drawn by
extrapolating the numerical values of the upper and lower ends of
the steps from larger δ.

bond alternation δ whose ground state is a gapped spin
liquid for δ 6= 0. For δ = 0, it is a gapless spin liquid.

3.2 Ground states for λ ≪ 1

For λ ≪ 1, ∀l Tl = 3/2. Hence, this model is equiv-
alent to the spin-1/2-3/2 alternating antiferromagnetic
Heisenberg chain whose ground state is a ferrimagnetic
state with spontaneous magnetization msp = 1 per unit

cell according to the Lieb-Mattis theorem.11) Here, msp

is defined by

msp =
1

L

L
∑

l=1

(〈Sz
l 〉+ 〈T z

l 〉), (5)

where 〈〉 denotes the expectation value in the ground
state with an infinitesimal symmetry breaking magnetic
field in z-direction.

3.3 Intermediate λ

We investigate this regime numerically using the
infinite-size DMRG (iDMRG) method. The number of
states χ kept in each subsystem in the iDMRG calcula-
tion ranged from 240 to 360. We calculate the ground-
state energies per unit cell for different configurations of
{Tl} at the infinite-size fixed point and compare them to
find the ground-state configuration. Although we start
the iteration with the open boundary condition setting
SL+1 = 0, the boundary condition is irrelevant since
we measure the ground-state energies per unit cell for
the middle segment of the chain at the infinite-size fixed
point. However, it is not possible to carry out the calcu-
lation for all possible configurations of {Tl} for infinite
chains. As plausible candidates of the ground states, we
consider the configurations (qdp−1)∞ with msp = 1/p
where p takes positive integer values. The configuration
(qdp−1)∞ consists of an infinite array of segments qdp−1

with length of p unit cells as depicted in Fig. 2. This
phase is called the (qdp−1)∞ phase. As for the notations
of the configurations and phases, we follow those of Ref.
8. These states are the ground states for δ = 0,8) and we
assume that other types of ground states do not emerge
by the introduction of a bond alternation.
The λ-dependence ofmsp is shown in Fig. 3 for various

values of δ. For δ 6= 0, the spontaneous magnetization
msp jumps from msp = 0 to a finite value mc

sp(δ) at the
nonmagnetic-ferrimagnetic transition point λ = λc0(δ).
For δ = 0, msp rises starting from infinitesimal value
corresponding to p → ∞ at the critical value of λ given
by8)

λc0(0) ≡ lim
p→∞

λc(p+ 1, p, δ = 0) ≃ 0.807, (6)

where the boundary between the (qdp−1)∞ phase with
msp = 1/p and (qdp)∞ phase with msp = 1/(p+1) is de-
noted by λc(p+1, p, δ). The transition point λc0(δ) shifts
to lower values with the increase of δ. This is plotted
against δ2/3 in Fig. 4 suggesting the asymptotic behavior
λc0(δ)−λc0(0) ∝ δ2/3. The value of λc0(0) estimated from
the extrapolation of λc0(δ) to δ → 0 is slightly larger than
the value (6). However, the deviation is within the last
digit of 0.001 and would be attributed to the ambiguity
in the extrapolation procedure. The spontaneous magne-
tization mc

sp just below the transition point λ = λc0(δ) is

also plotted in Fig. 5 against δ2/3 suggesting the asymp-
totic behavior mc

sp ∝ δ2/3. The ground-state energies
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per unit cell are numerically calculated by the iDMRG
method for each configuration of {Tl} and the values of
δ indicated by open circles in Figs. 4 and 5. The ground-
state energies for other values of δ are estimated by the
interpolation from the numerical results to obtain the
thick solid lines in Figs. 4 and 5. The thin solid line in
Fig. 4 is calculated by extrapolating the numerical val-
ues for larger δ. The thin solid line in Fig. 5 is drawn
by extrapolating the numerical values of the upper and
lower ends of the steps from larger δ. . These asymptotic
behaviors are explained analytically in the next section.

4. Analytical approach

To examine the critical behavior for δ ∼ 0 and λ ∼
λc0(0) analytically, we start with asymptotic behaviors
of the ground-state energies of nonmagnetic and ferri-
magnetic phases for small δ.

4.1 Ground-state energy of the nonmagnetic phase with

bond alternation

For small δ, the ground-state energy of the nonmag-
netic phase EN(δ, L) can be obtained from the well-
known result for the spin-1/2 Heisenberg chain with bond
alternation δ as

EN(δ, L) ≃ −λL+ L(2ǫ0 − C0δ
4/3), (7)

where ǫ0 and C0 are constants. The energy ǫ0 corresponds
to the ground-state energy of the spin-1/2 antiferromag-
netic Heisenberg chain per site. The first term is the con-
tribution from the energy of the apical spins in the d
state. The last term is the correction resulting from the
bond alternation δ. The δ-dependence of this term is also
well-established12–15) on the basis of the SU(2) invariant
conformal field theory, although the logarithmic correc-
tion is ignored in the present analysis.

4.2 Ground-state energy of the ferrimagnetic phase

In this case, the point δ = 0 is not a critical point.
Hence, we can expand the ground-state energy with re-
spect to δ. Considering that the energy is an even func-
tion of δ, the lowest order correction in δ is of the order
of δ2 that is smaller than the corresponding correction
∝ δ4/3 in the nonmagnetic phase for small δ. Hence, we
neglect the effect of bond alternation in the ferrimag-
netic phase. The ground-state energy EF(p, δ, L) in the
ferrimagnetic (qdp−1)∞ phase can be expressed as

EF(p, δ, L) =
1

2
λ ·

L

p
− λ

L

p
(p− 1) + Lǫ(p), (8)

where the first term is the contribution from the energy
of the L/p pairs of apical spins in the q state and the
second term is that from the remaining pairs of apical
spins in the d state. The energy ǫ(p) is the ground-state

energy per unit cell of the Heisenberg model

H0 =
L
∑

l=1

[SlT l + T lSl+1] , (9)

with the configuration (qdp−1)∞. For large p, we expand
ǫ(p) up to the second order in 1/p as

ǫ(p) ≃ 2ǫ0 +
C1

p
+

C2

p2
, (10)

where C1 and C2 are constants. It should be noted that
the limit p → ∞ corresponds to the uniform spin-1/2
antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain. Hence, ǫ(p) should
tend to 2ǫ0 in this limit.

4.3 Phase transition points

The transition point λc(p + 1, p, δ) between the
(qdp−1)∞ and (qdp)∞ phases is given by equating the
ground-state energies of both phases as

EF(p, δ, L) = EF(p+ 1, δ, L), (11)

which yields

λc(p+ 1, p, δ) = −
2

3

(

2p+ 1

p(p+ 1)
C2 + C1

)

. (12)

Comparing (12) with the definition of λc0(0) (6), we find

λc0(0) = −
2

3
C1. (13)

Hence, we have

EF(p, δ, L) =
L

p

[3

2
(λ− λc0(0)) +

C2

p

]

+ 2Lǫ0, (14)

and

λc(p+ 1, p, δ)− λc0(0) = −
2

3

2p+ 1

p(p+ 1)
C2. (15)

For finite δ, we may assume the transition to the non-
magnetic phase takes place directly from the (qdp−1)∞

phase with appropriate p. The transition point λc0(δ) is
determined by equating the ground-state energies Eq. (7)
and Eq. (14) as

λc0(δ)− λc0(δ = 0)

= −
2

3

(

pC0δ
4/3 +

C2

p

)

, (16)

where the spatial periodicity p must satisfy

λc(p+ 1, p, δ) ≥ λc0(δ) ≥ λc(p, p− 1, δ). (17)

Substituting Eqs.(15) and (16) into Eq. (17), we find

1

p(p+ 1)
≤

C0

C2
δ4/3 ≤

1

p(p− 1)
. (18)

4
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For large enough p, this yields

1

p
≃

√

C0

C2
δ2/3. (19)

This implies that the spontaneous magnetization msp

jumps from 0 to mc
sp given by

mc
sp =

1

p
≃

√

C0

C2
δ2/3 ∝ δ2/3, (20)

at the transition point. Further, substituting (19) into
(16), we find

λc0(δ)− λc0(0) ≃ −
4

3

√

C0C2δ
2/3

∝ δ2/3. (21)

These results are consistent with the plots of Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5.

5. Summary and Discussion

The ground-state phases of diamond chains (1) with
(S, τ (1), τ (2)) = (1/2, 1/2, 1) and bond alternation δ are
investigated. For δ 6= 0, the transition between the
gapped spin-liquid and the ferrimagnetic phases is of the
first order with discontinuity in spontaneous magnetiza-
tion. This is in contrast to the case of δ = 0, in which msp

rises from the gapless spin liquid phase with an infinites-
imal step resulting in the infinite series of ferrimagnetic
phases. The δ-dependence of the transition point λc0(δ)
and that of the spontaneous magnetization msp at the
transition point are examined numerically and analyti-
cally.
Our results show that the nature of the ferrimag-

netic phase is closely related to that of the neighboring
nonmagnetic phase. The infinite series of ferrimagnetic
phases present for δ = 0 is truncated at finite p as soon
as the spin gap opens in the nonmagnetic side owing
to nonvanishing δ. This implies that the infinite series
of ferrimagnetic phases and accompanying infinitesimal
magnetization steps are the consequences of the criti-
cal nature of the ground state of the uniform spin-1/2
Heisenberg chain as suggested in Ref. 8.
In the spin-1 diamond chain with bond alternation

δ, the nonmagnetic phase is equivalent to the ground
state of the spin-1 Heisenberg chain with bond alter-
nation δ.7) In this model, an intermediate ferrimagnetic
phase is observed in the close neighborhood of the point
(λ, δ) = (λc(S = 1), δc(S = 1)) ≃ (1.0832, 0.2598) that
corresponds to the endpoint of the Haldane-dimer critical
line.16–19) In Ref. 8, it has been speculated that for δ =
δc(S = 1) an infinite series of quantized ferrimagnetic
phases similar to those discussed in the present model
with δ = 0 is realized.8) The behavior for δ ≃ δc(S = 1)
would be also similar to the present model although the

detailed numerical confirmation is too demanding due to
the smallness of the width of this region.

As discussed in the Introduction, the series of ferrimag-
netic phases predicted for δ = 0 are expected to be fragile
against various perturbations near λ = λc0(0). This im-
plies that a wide variety of exotic phases and phase tran-
sitions can emerge from these states in the presence of
the perturbations that are expected if materials close to
the present model are synthesized experimentally. In this
context, it would be important to investigate the effect of
lattice distortions that do not preserve the conservation
laws (4).5, 6) Also, the effect of randomness would be one
of the relevant issues. These studies are left for future
investigation.
A part of the numerical computation in this work has

been carried out using the facilities of the Supercomputer
Center, Institute for Solid State Physics, University of
Tokyo, and Yukawa Institute Computer Facility at Kyoto
University.
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